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Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley. California 

AprU Z. 7, 1 q 61 

ABSTRACT 

The paaitive column of a glow discharge has been shown to become 

hydromagnetically unstable when immersed in a longitudinal magnetic field 

of the order of l kgausa. The instability transforms the azimuthally symmetric 

column into a constricted, rotating, helical state: neither this new steady state 

nor ita properties are predicted by classical theories. The occurrence of 

this instability explains the previously mysteri.O\lS "anamolnua cliffueion" 

observed by Lehnert. 

The properties of the helical state have been measured in H.z., Dz, He, 

and Ne as function ~f' gas pressure and tube radius. The dependence of the 

critical magnetic field, and the frequency and wavelength of the oscUlation on 

the kind of gas, pressure. and the tube radius are in fairly good agreement 

with the predictions of the perturbation theory of Kadomtsev and Nedospaaov. 

The onset of the instability is also fairly well predicted by the sheath· 

instability theory of Hob, but the agreement is not as good ae in the previous 

caae, nor is the nature or a.ppearanc:e o( the instabUity epecified. 
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MACROSCOPIC INSTABILITY OF THE POSITIVE COLUMNt 
IN A MAGNETIC FIELD 

• George A. Paulikaa and Robert V. Pyle 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University Clf California 

Berk.eley, California 

April 27, 1961 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The positive column of a low -pressure glow discharge_ co~tains a 

constant longitudinal electric field and a slowly varying radial field, with 

n+ = n_:: n. Electron densities are typically o! t:he order of 109 to 10 11 

3 per em . Electron temperatures correspond to several electron volts, and 

ion temperatures are approximately the same aa the temperatures of the 

neutral gases. 1 The early experiments concerning the behavior of such a 

plasma in a longitudinal magnetic field/• 3• 4 although limited by the rather 

low available magnetic fields and complicated by end ef!ects, were found to 

give results consistent with the theories o£ Tonks. 5 Langmuir and Tonks. 6 

7 and Schottky. :Bickerton and von Engel reinveatigated the positive column 

111
Natl.onal Science Foundation Fellow. 

t This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commifu,ion. 

1. 0. Francis, in Handbuch Der Physik. Vol. Z2, ed. by S. Flugge 

'2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

(Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1956). 

C. S. Cummings and L. Tonks, Pbys. Rev. 59, 517 {1941). 

0. N. Rohklin, J. Phys. (USSR), _!_. 347 (1939). 

E. Reicbrudel and G. Spivak, J. Phye. (USSR). !• 2.11 (1941 ). 

L. Tonks, Phye. Rev. 56, 360 ( 1Q'l9). 

L. Tonka and I. Langmuir, Phys. Rev. 34, 876 (1<?29). 

W. Schottky, Physik. Z. 2 5, 342 ( Jq24). 
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in a magnetic field with a gE:ometry which avoided some of the complicating 

end effeds. 8 Their measurements o! the electric fields, as well as the 

charged particle di&tributi.on in longitudinal magnetic fields up to 600 gauss. 

were also in good agreement with the classical theories. Their work has been 

extended to considerably stronger magnetic fields by Lebnertq and Hoh and 

Lehnert, 10 whose measurements of the longitudinal electric field as a function 

of the a.pplled magnetic field showed that abcve some critical magnetic field 

B c the losses of particles no longer decrease with increasing magnetic field- -as 

predicted by theory- ... but, instead. increase with increasing magnetic field. 

Lehnert's results revived interest ln the possibility that enhancl!d 

diffusion i.s caused by electri.cal oscUlations in the plasma, as suggested by 

Bohm. 
11 

Our work was an effort to understand the nature of the instability 

and the origin of the increased losses. 

8. R. J. Bickerton and A. von Engel, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London), ~· 

468 (1956). 

9. B. Lehnert, in Proceedings of the Second United Nations International 

Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Vol. 32 (United 

Nations, Geneva, 1958). p. 34(). 

lG. F. C. Hoh and B. Lehnert, Phys. Fluids _!, 600 ( 1960). 

11. D. Bohm, E. H. S. Burhop, H. S. W. Massey, and R. M. Williams, 

in ll'he Characteristics of Electrical Dis.charges in Magnetic Fields, 

ed. by A. Guthrie and R. K. Wakerling (McOraw-HUl, New York 
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It has been shown that at B a macroscopic instability appears in the c 

column, the observed increase in particle losses being associated with the 

. 12 13 
formation of a new azimuthally asymmetric steady state. • The results of 

an experimental investigation of the development and properties of this anom-

alous steady state of the positive column are presented herein and compared 

. 14 15 w1th the theories of Hob and Kadomtaev and Nedospasov. 

11. THEORY OF THE POSITIVE COLUMN IN A LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC FIELD 

A. The Classical Theory 

Th.e symbol-a listed below are used in the discussion which follows. 

B Magnetic field. 

Da Ambipolar diffusion coefficient at field B. 

Dt Diffusion coefficients of electrons or ions. 

E z Axial electric field. 

r-+r Radial particle flux of electrons or ions. 

Jo· Jl Bessel functions of order zero, order one. 

r Electric -current density. 

12. T. K. Allen, 0. A. Paulikas, and R. V. Pyle, Instability of the Positive 

Column in a Magnetic Field, Phys. Rev. Letters, 5, 409 ( 1960), and 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Report UCRL-9110, same title, 

(unpublished) ( 1960). 

13. 0. A. Paulf.kas, The Positive Column in a Longitudinal Magnetic Field 

(Ph. D. Thesis), Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Report UCRL-9 588, 

February 2. 7, 19 61 (unpublished). 

14. F. C. Hob, Phys. Rev. Letters !• 559 ( 1960). 

15. B. B. Kadomtsev and A. V. Nedospasov, J. Nuclear Energy, Part C, 

..!.· Z30(tq6o). 
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Bolt~mann constant. 

Wave number • 

Mean free path of ions or electrons. 

Wavelength. 

Electron or i.on mobUities. 

Electron or ion masses. 

Particle densities of electrons or ions 

Number of ioni.eations per second per electron. 

Electron or ion cyclotron frequencies. 

Neutral gas pressure (reduced to 0°C). 

Discharge -tube radius. 

Electron or ion temperature. 

UCRL-9682 

'T+ Mean time between collisions of electron or ion with neutral particle. 

U(r) Radial potential distribution. 

v-:-t , v Electron or ion drift velo.cities and components. +r,z 

v + Ion thermal velocity. 

The particle losses in the presence of a longitudinal magnetic field B are 

described by the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. 16 

DtJ. +D.., + - - + 1 

I';. + "'-
• 

1 + J.l+ ..... 5r-

where D:t:' f.L
2 

are the diffusion coefficients and mobilities at B = o. 

16. W. P. Allis and S. J. Buchsbaum, Notes on Plasma Dynamics. 

Summer Program, MIT ( 1959). 
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Volume recombination is neglected: however, Pahl ha.a sht"wn that the inclusion 

of this loss mechanism does not materially affect the behavior of the column. 17 

In the noble gaoea, as well as in hydrogen and deuterium, it is also permissible 

to neglect electron attachment. With these simplifying assumptions, the particle 

balance is described by 

z - I -v n( r) + ( v·. D ) n ( r) = t), 
t. a (11-·l) 

where v. · is the number of ion pairs produced per second per electron. In a 
1. 

long cylindrical geometry, provided "i is independent of n, the solution of 

Eq • ( 11-z ) is 

(ll- 3) 

where r is the radial coordinate. From the boundary conditions one can then 

obtain expressions relating the ionization rate and hence the electron temperature 

T 
. 8 

to the parameters of the duacharge for the two pressure regions of interest, 

described by the average mean free path A: 

for A<< R, (ll 4a) 

and 

1 J
0 

(x) 
:: 

x J 1 (xl • )

1/?. 

x•(* R 
for A::= R. (11- 4b) 

The form of "i (T.) depends strongly upon the behavior of the ionization croos 

section near threshold as well as upon assumptions of the shape of the electron·· 

velocity distribution, which is not necessarily Maxwellian. Measurements o! 

the electron-velocity distribution in a discharge with standing striations show 

17. M. Pahl, Z. Naturforsch. }2a, 612 ( lQ 57). 
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that a distinct high-energy group is present. 
18 

Since the usual "uniform" 

column commonly contains moving striations, 19 a simUar high· energy group 

may be preeent and contribute significantly to v .• 
l 

Either of Eqa. (ll-4) may be solved for T as a function of the 

magnetic field lor a given pressure and radius, although an additional assumption 

regarding ion temperatures is necessary for solution of (1I~4b). lf quadratic 

ionization processes are included--i.e., ionizations .from excited atomic 

states··- the plasma· balance eqtlations cannot be reduced to the simple form of 

Eqs. (ll-4h the result of this modification is to depress electron temperature 

20 slightly. 

The longitudinal electric field is determined by the power input re!:}uired 

to maintain the electron distribution at a temperature T determined from 

Eqs. (Il-4). If X(T _) denotes the fractional energy lost by an electron in a 

collision, including elastic, inelastic, and wall losses, the electric field is 

found to be 

~~:T 

7\i v/cm, 

where A Zl is the transport mean £ree path of the electron. The effect of the 

longitudinal magnetic field will be to decrease the electron temperature, by 

decreasing particle losses, and this wUl be reflected in a diminished longitudinal 

electric field. TbiG has been confirmed experimentally at low magnetic fields 

18. R. L. F. Boyd and N. D. Twiddy, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A?!2, 

53 ( 1959}. 

19. T. Donahue and G. H. Dieke, Phys. Rev. !!_, 2.48 (1951). 

20. E. Spenke, Z. Physik 127, 2.21 ( 1950). 

?..1. A. von Engel, Ionized Gae~es (Oxford University Press, lq55). 
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by the experiment of Bickerton and von Engel. 8 A departure !rom the monotonic 

decrease of E with in.creaeing B. such a.a found by Lehnert and Hob at flelclo z 

in the kilogauee range, may consequently be taken as an indication of a change 

i.n the particle loss. 9 • 10 (Ecker has pointed out, however, that the longitudinal 

electric field is a. rather insensitive measure of the particle lose; large ebangeo 

in the diffusion coe!!icient near the wall are required to alter E noticeably. 22 ) z 

The radial potential distribution in a cylindrical column, if one assumeo 

ambipolar diffusion and neglects ion-electron interactions, ie found from the 

equation of motion to be 

eU(r) _fii'_'F_,_ :: 
I + ~'+~'- B

2 
(!'+/I') · (T+/T _)] 

1 + 1-l+f.l.- B 
(11-6) 

which exhibits a monotonic increase or decrease with radius depending on the 

relations between ""+' fJ._, T._, and T. The reduction of the radial potential 

variation with tncreaaing magnetic field as predicted by Eq. (11-6) has previously 

been confirmed experimentally. except for curious asymmetries in the resulta, 

probably due to the perturbing effects of the probes used in the measurements. 

We also have confirmed and extended tbla result in a search for micro-

instabilities, the results of which will be reported elsewhere. The measure-

menta were consistent with the assumption of ambipolar diffusion. 

B. Analyses o~ Stability 

14 15 . Recently Hob and Kadomtsev and Nedospasov have theorehcally 

investigated the stability of the positive colu.mn from two differing etandpoints. 

Hob starte with the criterion, due to Bohm, for the stability of the sheath 

surrounding the plasma. 11 The radial ion velocity at the sheath must satisfy 

--------------------------· 
2.2.. G. Ecker, Phya. Fluids4, 127(1961). 
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(U-7) 

where T is the electron temperature a.nd m+ is;the ionic mass. By con

sidering the effect of the magnetic field upon the radial drift velocity of the. 

ions, he ii able to show that Eq. (U-7) is not satisfied for magnetic fields 

where 

1/2 g' 2)1/2 
B ~ B c = ( ~+ 1 ~. l) ( 2 . 4 R P • p ' 

l/2. T++T_ 
g ' = ( ~c:m /T ) + - e 

J 1{2 .4r' /R) 

J'0(t.4r 1/R) · 

(11.8) 

(11-9) 

Here .,_:1: 1 are the mobUitiea at 1 mm Hg and p is the neutral gas pressure. 

The primed quantitiee are to be evaluated at the sheath edge, a circumstance 

which introduces some uncertainty into the value of g'. 

Hob postulates that when Bohm' s criterion is not satisfied, an 

inetabUity of the sheath develops which then transports charged particles across 

the field at a rate in excess of ordinary collisional diffusion. The mechanism 

by which such a possible sheath instability develope to affect the macroscopic 

behavior of the plasma is not discussed. The expression for B (Eq. 11-8) is c 

quite sensitive to assumptions regarding the ionic species, but depends relatively 

weakly on the electron temperature T _. Hall has criticized this approach to 

stabUity considerations by pointing out that Bohm' s criterion is not applicable 

in the case of the positive column, as ~b'e potential drop acroes the sheath is 

only of the order of a few ~~:T _/e . Z 3 The nonsatisfaction of :Sohm' e criterion 

therefore should be interpreted as an argument to re-examine and modify the 

23. L. S. Hall, On the Application of Bohm's Criterion for the Formation 

o! a Sheath, Phys. Fluids (Letter)_!, 388 (1961). 
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model used in the derivati;on.-of Eq. (U-7), rather than attindication of a true 

instabUity. 

Kadomtsev and Nedospaeov approach the stabUity problem by a 

perturbatioprtanalyeis of the poeltlve column. Their treatment is focused upon 

a region of the magnetic fields where 0 _ T _ » 1 &lld g+ T f << 1, where 

0*, T!!: are the ion and electron cyclotron frequencies and the mean times 

between collisions with neutrals. Such an approximation is quite valid, for 

our experimental conditions, in the vicinity of the critical magnetic field. 

Further, it is assumed that the conditione in the unperturbed state are governed 

by ambipolar diffusion and single-stage ionization; two-step procesaes and end 

effects are negl~cted. 

Perturbation of the form 

(ll-10) 

are now introduced into the equations of motion and continuity: 

-ICT- v+ + Vn = + e 
;-.... X B ~t...!. v u-- -. ~n m- + m- T-+ + + 

(ll-11) 

8n + - &n -v (n v +) = Ji + 'tl (n v ) = v1 
n • Tt -

-When ~q. (11-10) and its equivalent for U(r) are substituted into Eqs. (li-11), 

a dispersion relation giving w aa a function of k is obtained. From the 

condition that lm(w) < 0, the requirements for stabUity under such a perturbation 

can then be determined. The behavior of Eqs. (11-11) under perturbations of 

genel"al form n
1
(r), U 

1
(r) is not discussed. The choice of the form of the 

perturbation, J 1(3.83r /R), is arbita1ary; the effect of the second term on the 

right Eq. (11-11) is to introduce an asymmetry into the density distribution. 
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The qualitative physical picture thus consists of studying the time 

dependence of perturbations in the plasma. When there is no magnetic field 

or the magnetic field ia weak, the disturbance in the particle density wUl aoon 

disappear because of a rapid diffusion of particles from the region of high charge 

density. In a au!ficiently strong magnetic field, however, the radial diffusion 

wUl be retarded and a perturbation wUl per aist long enough that j x B forces 

can cause the initial disturbance to grow. 

For stabUity, therefore, 

. (3 83) Z D 
Im(Cd) cz -1r Z 

y( 0 .. .,. _) 

where 

x= 
ldl_.,._R 0 
-"~'J...,. 8'"3.-- • v :: 

v R 14+ 2 
:" z t) , and y = - ( 0 _ ., ) Z.4 tL ..... 

S~nce the sign of Eq. (11-12) depends only on the terms in braces, the conditions 

for atabUity can be simplified to 

4 l • I. 
Kx + Fx + 0 > 0 .16 mv x ( 14 _1 14 +) , 

where 

K l.Z8+r :: Y(y+ 1 
. ~- z 

F = 0.8(y+Z) . 0 = 0.48( l+y) 0 1 m 
y • y + • ...+ -r+Y . 

(U-13) 

Hence, only for m > 0 wUl the plasma be unstable. Note abo that an 

electron drift velocity v ... z is neeea~ary. A current i.e required, but its 

magnitude does not affect the calculations of the characteristics of the lnstability. 
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The form of Eq. (ll-12) ia presented in Fig. 1. Since at B , 8lm( w)/8k = 0 as c 

well as lm(w) = 0, Eq. (11-13) can be reduced to an expression independent of k: 

Z -F + (F2 + lZKG)l/Z • f.l. ( 2 ) 
x = • 6K ; 0.08v = m:_ ZKx + F x. (ll-14) 

Eq. (11-14) can then be solved tor Be in terms of the parameters of the discharge. 

In the presence of azimuthal density gradients and an azimuthal electric 

field, the radial particle flux takes the form 
16 

( 1 1 
~nE.~,. + + r l 'V .,.+ J.l. ... 

When averaged over time, the oscillations of density and potential contribute to 

r :t:r and thus give riae to an increased effective mobility across the magnetic 

field. The anomalous losses are then reflected in an increase of the longit11dinal 

electric field for constant current. 

lll. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

Two independent experimental arrangements were employed for this 

work. The layout of the primary system is shown in Fig. Z. In order to minimize 

the possibility of the end effects, a tube geometry of large length-to-radius ratio 

was used. The criterion developed by Simon24 for the transverse diffusion to 

be ambipolar in a plasma column of radius R and immersed in a magnetic field 

of length L is 

L/R > (q/R)l/Z 0 ,. . 
where 1/q = 1/n dn/dr, n is the electron density, G is the electron cyclotron 

frequency. and '1' the electron-neutral collision time. For example, in a 

Z4. A. Simon, Phys. Rev. 98, 317 (1955). 
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column of helium at a pressure of 0.1 mm Hg, with R = 3 em, L = 200 em, 

and q/R ~ 1/2, the magnetic field must be less than 1000 gauss in order for 

the plasma to be free from end effects. Similar results are obtained for other 

gases, and the above criterion is satisfied for most of the present operating 
. ··/ 

conditions. "Simon" diffusion should leave the pot'entia.l distribution essentially 

unaffected by the magnetic field. Our radial potential measurements have not 

shown any significant deviation from the predictions of ambipolar diffusion, even 

in cases where the Simon criterion (Eq. lll-1) is clearly not satisfied. This 

suggests that in a glow discharge, measurements are more likely to be confused 

by too short a positive column at low pressures than by nonambipolar diffusion.25 

Discharges in pyrex tubes 300 em long and 0.9, 1.27, and 2.75 em in 

radius were studied. Both electrodes were attached to the main body of the tube 

by ground glass joints and sealed with Api.ezon wax. Such an arrangement per-

mitted a number of types of electrodes and configurations to be employed inter-

changeably. Discharge currents from 50 to 500 made were drawn from a hot 

tungaten cathode, although a dispenser-type cathode was also used for some 

measurements. These currents were obtained from an electronically regulated 

power supply. A rectangular current pulse up to 10 amp high, up to 10 msec 

long, and with a variable repetition rate, drawn from a small capacitor bank, 

permitted transient :study of discharges at considerably higher particle densities. 

The magnetic field was provided by ten 9-in. i.d. water-cooled coils 

6 in. wide and spaced 2-1/4 in. apart. The axial field, measured by a flip 

coil, \t·aried by :t:3"1o at a radius of 4cm because of the spaced coils. Field 

strengths (de) up to 7 kgauss '!'ere used. To study the time-resolved behaviour 

of the plasma, the magnet could be pulsed up to 1 kgauss by a small condenser 

25. See, however, C. Ekman, F. C. Hob, and B. Lehnert, ?hys. Fluids 3, 

833 ( 1960). 
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bank, the field rising sinusoidally to a maximum in 10 msec. 

The discharge tubes were aligned with the magnetic field by. visually 

following the progress of a number of low-pressure diechargePJ in a tube of 

larger diameter. Well-defined beams traveled from a cathode, which consisted 

of an array of tungsten points placed at a radius slightly smaller than the radius 

of the discharge tube, to an anode almost filling the tube. 
26 

The effects of the 

radial components of the field cau111ed by the gaps between magnet coils were not 

visible to the eye. The radial field components should cause a line of force to 

be shifted by about 0.5 mm at r == 2 em as it traveh from the center of a coil 

to the center of a gap; 0.5 mm is comparable to the tolerence on the tube radius. 

Langmuir -type probes were spaced along the tube in order to obtain 

measurementS of the longitudinal electric fields. The probes were ma.de of 

glass-coatea 0.5-mm tungsten rod, ground flat at one end and protruding 3 to S 

mm from the tube wall. Midway between the electrodes, Langmuir probes of 

various shapes and types could be introduced into the tube and moved along a 

diameter by means of a micrometer screw. 

The gaps 'between the coils of the magnet, tosether with a periscoptc 

arrangement: of front- surface mirrors, permitted a number of well-· collimated 

magnetically shielded photomultipliers to view the discharge tube along its entire 

length. Signals were displayed on Tektronix -551 or -555 oscilloscopes and 

photographically recorded. A rotating -mirror streak camera yielded space·· 

and -time -resolved data on the light fluctuations in the tube. The space resolution 

could be .extended to two dimensions through the arrangement shown in Fig. 3. 

Because of the limited light intensity, too J.Lsec/cm was the maximum useful 

writing 15peed. when Polaroid 3000 film was used. In discharges of low light 

--------·--
26. A. W. DeSilva and J. M. Wilcox, Rev. Sci. Instr . .!!_. 455 ( 1960). 
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intensities, such as argon, a bank of photomultipliers (Fig. 3) substituted 

effectively fo-, the streak ca1nera. This device also permitted detailed 

examination of short time intervals during the growth of the instability. 

The electr1cal signals associated with the plasma were frequency·· 

analyzed by using a series of radio detectors covering the frequency range from 

27 
5 kc to 250 Me, and 1 to 10 kMc. The detectors were C(>Upled to the plasma 

either through wall probes or through capacitahve pickups outside the tube. 

When the plasma density could be made sufficiently high, an 8 -mm 

microwave interferometer was used to study the behavior of the electron density. 

Densities as low as 5 X 10
10 

/em 
3 

could be measured. 

An oil diffusion pump with a refrigerated baffle system and a trap 

kept at liquid nitrogen temperature gave the system a base pressure of the order 

-7 
of 10 mm Hg. During the experimental runs, gases were continuously bled 

through the system. Other methods of gas handling were used, such as the 

introduction of a charcoal trap kept at liquid nitrogen temperature, but with no 

effect on the experimental results. 

All measurements with a varying magnetic field were taken at constant 

current, data being recorded on an x -y or strip -chart recorder. 

The experimental arrangement of the secondary system is shown in 

Fig. 4. The purpose of this subsidiary experiment was to study the behavior 

of the column in a short-tube geometry. The diagnostic tools described in the 

previous sections could be readily transferred to this system. The vacuum was 

of comparable quality; however, a mercury diffusion pump was used here. 

Z 7. We are grateful to the U. S. Navy installation at Vallejo for loan of this 

equipment. 
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IV. RESULTS 

A. The Longitudinal Electric Field and the Critical Magnetic Field 

Webave investigated the behavior of the longitudinal electric fields, 

measured between wall probes, in tubes of 0.9, 1.27, and 2.75 em radius, 

using discharges o.f hydrogen, deuterium, helium, neon, and argon. Typical 

. experimental measurements of the fields as functions of the applied magnetic 

field at constant discharge currents are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. (A more 

complete set of data is given in Ref. 13.) In agreement with the experiments 

o! Lehnert and Hob, 10 we find that the axial electric field decreases with in-

creasing magnetic field up to some critical field B c. At B c the slope of 

E -vs-B curve changes sign. In general, E increases with increasing B z z 

above Be' although in some regimes of pressures, gas, and tube radius, 

further undulations of the curve may occur. (The exact form of the curves at 

pressures below about O.Z mm Hg depends slightly upon whether the magnetic 

field was increased or decreased during a run.) 

The shapes o! the curves and the values of Be were not affected by 

varying electrode materials and geometries or external circuit parameters. 

Modest misalignment of the discharge tubes with respect to the axis of the 

magnetic field changed the shapes of the E -ve-B curves above B but did v c 

not change the value of Be. Placing one or both electrodes inside the magnetic 

field left B unchanged except at rather low pressures (Fig. 7). A series of c 

measurements taken in the "short tube" system (Fig. 4) yielded results con-

sistent with the curves from the primary system (tube 300 em long), again 

with the exception of low pressures. The deviations observed at low pressures 

in short-tube geometries are probably cauaed by the shortening of the positive 

column at low pressures and the encroachment of the Faraday dark apace into 

the region of measurement. 
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We have calculated the longitudinal electric field (Eq. 11- 5) as a 

function of the magnetic field for several sets of typical discharge parameters, 

and find good qualitative agreement between theory and experiment up to B c. 

At higher magnetic fields the experimental curves deviate markedly from the 

theoretical calculations; specifically, the classical theory of the positive column 

does not predict any deviation from the monotonic decrease of the axial electric 

field with increasing applied magnetic field. 

Optical observations of the light from the discharge by means of 

photomultipliers and a stereo streak camera have shown that at Be the column 

loses its azimuthal symmetry and becomes a constricted, rotating, luminous 

helix (Fig. 18, a, b). We defer until a later section detaUed discussion of the 

properties of this phenomenon; we find that the apparently enhanced difiusion 

from the column, characterized by a longitudinal field considerably in excess 

of theoretical predictions, is the result of an instabUity which develops at B c 

and transforms the uniform column into a constricted helical column. 

The behavior of Be as a function of gas, gas pressure (reduced to 

0° C), and tube radius is presented in Figs. 8 through 16, together with the 

zo B -vs·p curves calculated from the theories of Hoh and Kadomtsev and c 
15 . 

Nedospasov. The experimental pointe represent results obtained over a 

period of months with a variety of tubes of a given radius and various methods 

of gas handling. Preceding any set of measurements, the discharges were 

repeatedly flushed and allowed to run for Z to 6 hours until no significant 

impurity lines sere detectable spectroscopically. However, we have no 

quantitative information on the impurities present. Appreciable admixtures of 

impurities (99'"~o He, l?'o A; 99o/o A, l'1o N2) yielded Ez -vs-B curves from which 

it was impossible to deduce a critical field. 
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The scatter of the experimental points is probably the result of 

several effects: (a) in an unbaked system such as ours the impurity level ia 

certainly not constant over long periods of time; (b) the magnetic Held could 

be determined from the x-y recorder to ± Zo/o: and flnally, (c) at high pressureo 

the determination of B c was difficult because of the very gradual transition to 

the anomolous state. 

An IBM 650 was used to solve Eq. (11-14) with m = 1 (theory of 

Kadomtsev and Nedospasov) by successive approximations. Here we have used 

the experimentally determined longitudinal electric field at the critical magnetic 

field as an input· parameter. The electron temperature was calculated from the 

modified Schottky theory, 
8 

assuming T+ = 400° K. A calculation with 

T+: 1000° K is shown in Fig. 10 to illustrate the dependence of Be on the ion 

temperature. In calculating the values of Be as predicted by the sheath

insta.bUity theory, we have assumed, with Hoh, 14 T /V. = 1Z.00° K/volt and 
- 1 

J 0 (l .4r' / R)= 0.0 13. Atomic data from the compilation by Brown 28 were used; 

the value for the mobUity of H; was taken from the work by Chanin. 29 

Considerable uncertainty exists as to the actual conditions in the 

positive column, e. g •• both atomic and molecular ions are ktlown to be 

30 
present. Since the theory of Hob, although depending weakly on T _, is 

particularly sensitive to assumptions regarding the ion species, we have 

calculated and plotted curves for the two limiting compositions. The theory of 

Ka.domtsev and Nedospasov, on the other hand, is relatively insensitive to 

2.8. S. C. Brown, Basic Data of Plasma Physics (John WUey and Sons, 

New York, 1959). 

29. L. M. Chanin (Honeywell Research Center), private communication. 

30. M. Pahl, Z. Naturforsch. 14a, 239 ( 19 59). 
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changes in the ion mobility. Here the assumption that only molecular ions 

are present at a given pressure decreases the calculated critical magnetic 

field slightly below the value obtained by using atomic ion mobilities (Figs. 1 ~ 

through 16). However, the electron temperature T enters these calculations 

in an important way; for a given pressure Be varles roughly as T _. The 

effect of the moving striations on T _ is not known; we find, however, that the 

experimental B -vs-p curve passes smoothly from the striated to the un-· c 

striated regime. Values of the electron temperature, as determined from 

Langmuir-probe measurements, Fig. 17, were also in reasonable agreement 

with theoretical calculations, at least up to B . Above B the experimental c c 

results are of doubtful value. The apparent electron temperature increases 

with increasing particle losses. ln addition, the marked oscillations of the 

current channel result in oscillations of the potential of the plasma about some 

average value at the probe. Because of the nonlinearity o£ the probe charac-

teristics, the potential oscillations create an average probe charactenstic 

which indicates an apparently higher electron temperature. 

The value of B increases slowly with increasing discharge current c 

(Figs. 7, 8, and 14). The effect is more pronounced at relatively high pressures 

(Fig. 11). At high current densities and at pressures above a few millimeters, 

an appreciable fraction of the ioni:l;ations may occur from excited atomic levels, 

20 especially if long-lived metastable states are present, with a consequent 

decrease of the longitudinal electric field. This in turn, according to the K 

and N theory, will result in a higher Be. As shown in Fig. 11, there is 

qualitative agreement between this theory and experiment. 

At high values of the pressure -radius product pR, the positive column 

constricts into a filament of current; Fowler finds that appreciable constriction 
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ie present in helium discharges with pR ::J 10 cm/mm Hg. 
31 

The causes of 

pressure consstriction are not well understood: it is not predicted by the Schottky 

theory. lt bas been suggested that the constriction of the positive column comes 

about as a consequence o£ a rapid decrease of electron temperature with in--

creasing pressure and a subsequent piling up of the electrons in the center o£ 

the discharge. 32 
A temperature lower than predicted by t.he Schottky theory 

would decrease our theoretical B valuee at a given pressure, as calculated c 

from the theories of Hoh, and Kadomtsev and Nedospasov. The decrease of 

the experimental helium B c -vs ·p curves starting at pR = 4 may thus be 

connected with the beginning of pressure constriction in the column; a similar 

argument may also apply to other gases. 

The striking optical behavior of the column at the critical magnetic 

field has already been mentioned briefly. Luminous helices bf the clarity 

shown in Fig. 18 (a) were observed only for special combinations of gas, 

pressure, and tube radius. In general the appearance was more chaotic; often 

moving striations were superimposed on the spi.rals (as will be shown in 

Fig. 33a). The transition to the helical atate is quite abrupt, and especially 

so if there are no moving striations present. Thus the presence of moving 

striations {Fig. 33 b) complicates analysis of the behavior of the column. We 

have therefore attempted, unsuccessfully, to remove the moving striations 

31. R. G. Fowler and L. W. Jones, Pressure Constriction in the Positive 

Column, 13th Annyal Gaseous Electronics Conference, Monterey, California, 

Oct. 12-15, 1960. 

32. R. G. Fowler, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) B68, 130 (1955). 
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from the column by adjusting external circuit parameters and by operating 

an auxiliary discharge at the anode. The latter scheme wae meant to provide 

a source of ions; the oscUlations of the anode fall are believed by Pupp to be 

the source of one species of moving striations. 33 At some discharge conditions, 

however, we found that the longitudinal magnetic field was able to suppress the 

striations; a column striated at B = 0 can become uniform as the field is 

raised, and then at B makes the transition to the helical mode. c 

The helical nature of the constriction bas been determined by studies 

with a series of photomultipliers placed along the discharge tube. Wavelengths 

of the luminous current channel could thus be found by studying the phase 

differences of the photomultiplier signals. The pitches of the spirals were such 

that T x B was directed toward the tube walls. ln Figs. 19 through 2 3 we 

show experimental measurements of this wavelength-as a function o£ the neutral 

pressure. 

The perturbation analysis by Kadomtsev and Nedospasov predicts the 

growth rate of the instability to be a strong function of the wavelength of the 

instability (Eq. II-lZ, Fig. 1). Bearing in mind that the above theoretical 

analysis ia based on a small-amplitude theory, whereas our experimental 

measurements were carried out on the fully developed helix, i.e., a new, 

azimuthally nonsymmetric steady state, we have computed curves similar to 

Fig. 1 for the discharge parameters o£ the experimental points in Figs. 19 

through 23. If we assume that the maxima in the Im(w)-vs-k curves represent 

that wavelength that will grow fastest and dominate as the behavior of the column 

becomes nonlinear, we can arrive at the theoretical values for the instability 

wavelength. We present these theoretical values (m = 1), together with 

--............ ----·--------:--... ~----

31. W. 'Pupp, 'Physik. Z. ~!· 756 (l11'B). 
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experimental results, in Figs. 19 through 23. Higher valuea of m shift the 

maximum of the lm(w)-vs-k curves toward shorter wavelengths. The agree-

ment between theory and experiment is excellent in the case of helium and 

satisfactory in the cases of hydrogen, deuterium, and neon. However, even 
Q 

for the latter, the form of the theoretical curves is consistent with experimental 

results. Measurements in helium could usually be made at magnetic fields not 

more than 40 gauss above Be. For H2 , 0 2 , and Ne it was necessary to 

raise the magnetic field up to 10 to 201o above Be in order to find a spiral 

reasonably free from striation: this may also account for the reversal of 

experimental and theoretical dependences on ion mass in Fig. 19. During a 

given measurement the column was monitored with the streak camera and the 

photomultiplier banlt, Fig. 3. 

The effect of changes in the length of the m,agnetic field on the wavelength, 

is presented in Fig. 24 for several valses of the neutral pressure and the dis

charge current. We have studied the R = 2.75 em tube, as here the L/R ratio 

is most unfavorable. As Fig. Z4 indic.tes, ~ approaches an asymptotic value 

as the length of the magnetic field is increased. The "long tube" approximation 

becomes increasingly valid with increasing neutral pressures at L/R = 72 .. 

We have attempted to determine the wavelength ~ at the earliest possible 

moment in its develop;nent. The small capacitor bank supplying a sinusoidally 

rising magnetic field was so charged that B ==: B ; i.e., the magnetic field max c 

changed by only a small amount during the time of measurement. The disturbance 

does not develop simultaneously at all points along the column. The instability 

is usually seen tq arise initially somewhere in the vicinity of the center of the 

coU, and to propagate in both directions. There is some evidence, however, 

that at low pressure (p < 0.1 mm Hg) the disturbance arises first at the anode 

end of the magnetic coil. 
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The dispersion relation derived by Kadomtsev and Nedospaeov in 

considering the stability of the column can also be solved for wr' the real 

frequency o.f oscillation of the luminous current channel. Under the condition 

B .:= B , the expression for w takes the simple form c r 

ill· - 3.83 
~'-''1--r (IV -1) 

The growth of the instability is driven by 1 x i forces that twist a 

kink in the current channel into a helix in close contact with the tube walls. 

From Eqs. (IV -1) and (11-14) we can arrive at an approximate expression for 

the phase velocity of the perturbation: 

(IV -l) 

The second term on the right of Eq. (IV -l) is, for our experimental conditions, 

usually less than a 3011/o correction. Typically. 

(zF + J FZ + IZKP) >3, thus vph < v_,. 

The luminous helical structure, traveling in the d1rection of the 

electron drift, wUl appear to an observer at some cross section along the 

tube as a rotating column. This picture has been verified by experimental 

measurements of the pitch and direction of rotation of the spiral (Fig. ?.5). In 

the steady state with B > B the luminous column revolves about the tube axis; c 

this rotation is clockwise when the column is viewed in the direction of the 

magnetic field. In Fi.g. 26 we present the instantaneous density profile across 

the column taken with a radially movable Langmuir probe. 
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The measurements of the frequency of rotation of the luminous 

current channel are presented in Figs. 7..7 through 32. The photomultiplier 

bank, together with the rotating mirror, permitted identification of the spiral 

mode (under certain conditions the time· r.esolved light· wave form of axially 

moving striations is similar to the near· sinusoidal wave form of the azimuthally 

moving column). Each experimental point in the above figures represent an 

average of 6 to 12 photomultiplier traces, each trace being about 10 periods 

long. Again remembering that Eq. (IV- .1) was derived by considering small-

amplitude disturbances, we have plotted w as a function of pressure with the 
r 

experimental results shown in Figs. Z 7 through 32. The observed general 

decrease of w with increasing preseure is confirmed theoretically, with good 

quantitative agreement between experiment and theory for helium. 

Measurement of the time development of the wavelength of the instability, 

as described earlier, also yielded information regarding the changes occurring 

in the frequency. Using a 400 -ma He discharge in a tube of R = 2. 75 em, we 

obtain the followin&g values for the frequency (rad/sec) at t = 0 and t = ec : 

----·-···--·-
o.z 
0.37 

4 5.9 X 10 

4.3X 10
4 

-------.,----·---------
As the magnetic field wae increased somewhat above B , the c 

luminouS! spiral degenerated into irregular fluctuations of light, Fig. 33 (a). 

' In some cases, this transition was preceded by the appearance of frequencies 

which modulated w , and abrupt changes in w ; sometimes, as in the case of r r 

helium, the color of the spiral as seen with the rotating mirror underwent a 
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change, indicating changes in the electron temperature. We have found that 

the various transitions just described are intimately connected with the 

undulations of the E --vs- B curves at B '> B . z c 

The above discussion suggests that modes higher than m = 1 may 

be present in the plasma under these circumstances. Indeed, if we calculate 

B -vs ·P curves from the theory of Kadomteev and Nedospasov and let m = 2 c 

(Figs. 10 and 12), we find that the higher mode can appear at fields only slightly 

higher than B • At low pressures we may even have B (m = l) < B (m = 1). c c c 

Experimentally, however, we have been unable to distinguish or identify a 

symmetric m = 2 mode in the confused state of the plasma above B c. 

The chaotic state of the plasma above the critical magnetic field is 

reflected in the radial electron-density distribution. The time-average density 

distribution is noticeably flattened; visually we observed that the luminous column 

now appears to fill the tube more completely than at B = O. 

We have analyzed the electromagnetic noise generated by the plasma 

in the frequency ranges 5 kc to lSO Me and 1 to lV kMc. in a manner s\milar 

to that used by Lehnert. In addition to frequencies associated with moving 

striations, we find frequencies that correspond to the frequency of the luminous 

spiral. A broad band of electromagnetic noise from 10 kc to about l Me appears 

at field slightly above B and is associated with the transition from the Tather c 

regular spiral mode to a chaotic state o! the column, characterized by irregular 

fluctuations of light. We have not detected any oscillations that could be 

associated with either cyclotron or plasma frequencies of the electrons or ions. 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The previously reported anomalous state of the posihve column, 

characterized by a longitudinal electric field that rises with increasing magnetic 

field. is the result of an instability which appears at Be' the critical magnetic 

field. B , describing the onset b'f..the instability, varies approximately c 

inversely as the tube radius and directly as the square root of the ion mass. 

The relatively slow-developing instability results eventually in a steady state 

in which the plasma density distribution has lost its azimuthal symmetry and 

formed a long-wavelength rotating spiral. Because of the absence of a net 

radial current, we believe rotation of the plasma density, as well as of the 

luminous structure, to be associated with the passing of a potential wave rather 

than an actual mass motion. The close contact between the luminous current 

channel and the walls of the tube increases the losses of charged particles and 

results in an electric field considerably in excess of classical predictions. 

As the magnetic field is increased to higher and higher values, the behavior 

of the column becomes increasingly more chaotic, characterized not only by 

irregular .fluctuations of light, but al&o by a broad band of electromagnetic noise. 

We have calculated the onset of the instability !rom the theories of 

15 14 . Kadomtsev and Nedospasov, and Hoh. The shapes of the expenmental 

curves are perhaps more like the calculations from the K and N theory; the 

rapid decrease of B at high pressures as predicted by Hob is not confirmed c 

by the experimental results in neon and argon. Investigations of B at high c 

pressures in helium have shown that B hJ here no longer independent of the c 

discha,rge current. These findings suggest that both theories may need to be 

modified to include stepwise ionization and pressure constriction. 

The wavelength of the- instability as well as its frequency of oscillation 

ie predicted by the theory of K and N. The experimental frequencies and 

wavelengths were obtained from the fully developed steady- state helix. 
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It is not obvious that they should be the same as the quantities calculated from 

a small-amplitude theory. Nevertheless, we lind qualitative. and sometimes 

quantitative, agreement between theory and experiment: the wavelengths decrease 

with increasing pressure and decreasing radius; the frequencies increase with 

decreasing radius and decreasing pressure. The inverse relationship between 

frequency and pressure suggests a connection with the instabilities reported in 

PlG-type discharges. 34 

We have Q:&jt been able to unequivocally distinguish between the theory 

of Hoh and the approach of Kadomtsev and Nedospasov by the critical magnetic 

field measurements. However, the general agreement between calculation and 

. experiment with regard to wavelength and frequency lends c.onsiderable support 

to the latter theory. The phenomena in the positive column are so complex that 

anything more than semiquantitative agreement could hardly be expected. 

Uncertainties about the ion species present in the discharge permit a 

latitude in the value of the ion mobility; with a proper choice either theory fits 

the experimental results reasonably well. Measurements of B at high c 

pressures, where the predictions of these theories diverge markedly, may be 

complicated by pressure constriction. The theory of Hoh, in contrast to the 

K and N theory, does not require a current for the development of the 

instability. ln principle, a current-free plasma might thus permit a distinctiOl'l 

to be made between these theories. 

--------------------
34. J. F. Bonnal, G. Briffod, and C. Manus, Compt. rend. 250, 2.859 ( 1960). 
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FIGURE LEOENDS 

Fig. 1. The form of ltq. (11-12): lm(w) ve k for several values of B 

(qualitative). 

Fig. Z. The primary experimental arrangement ("long tut?e" system). 

Fig .. 3. Schematic of optical diagnostics. 

Fig. 4. Secondary, "short tube" system. The anodized-aluminum wire was 

movable along a diameter for radial potential measurements. 

Fig. 5. E& vs B: He gas, R = 1.211 em, 1 = 400 ma. 

Fig. 6. Ee VB B: He gas. l\ = 2. "'S em. I = 400 ql&. usbort tube" 

geometry (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 7. :Be vs preaeure for various electrode configurations: He gas, 

R = 2.75 em. (a) and (d) electrodes outside magnetic field (normal 

condition): (b) anode in magnetic lield: (c) both electrodes in magnetic 

field; (a), {b), and (c) at 50 to 300 ma de, (d) at 5 amp pulsed •. 

Fig. 8. Be va preeaure R = 0.9 em: tl. Hz• 1 = ZOO ma; A 0 2 , 1 = ZOO ma; 

+ IJ 0 2, 1 = 400 ma: - H 2 • 1 = 200 ma, theory of Kadomtsev and 

Nedoapasov (K and N);- D~, 1 a ZOO ma, theory of K and N; 

+ . + 
---- D 2, 1 = 400 ma theory of K and N;--- He ?.' theory of Hob; 

. + ---0 2, theory of Hch. 

Fig. 9. Be vs pressure for R a l.Z7 em: 6Hz, 1 =ZOO ma; 6 Dz• 1 =zoo ma: 

-H;. theory of K and N; -D~, theory of K and N: ---H~, 
. . + 

theory of Hoh; - --D Z, theory of Hob. 

Fig. 10. B vs pressure for R = 0.9 em, He gas, 1 = 200 ma: -theory c 
. + . + 

of K and N, Me only; ---theory o£ Hob, He only; ---- theory 

of Hob, He+2 only; ---theory of K and N, He+ only, T+ = 1000°k. 
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!'lg. 11. B va pressure for R.;;: l.Z7 em: 6 He, 1 a ZOO ma; A He, c 
+ . 

1 • 400 ma; - theory of K and N, ZOO mat He only; - -- - theory of 

+ + K and N, 400 ma, He cmly; ---theory of Hob, He only; 

+. 
---- theory of Hoh1 He Z only. 

Fig. ll. Be vs pressure R = 2.7S em, He gas: A 1 =eao ma, and 6 1 = 500 rna, 

"long tube" ayetem; 0 I = ZOO ma, e I= 400 ma, "short tuben system: 

. + + 
-theory of K and N, He only; ---theory of Hob, He only; 

+ ----theory of Hob; He 2 only. 

Fig. 13. Be va pressure for R = 0.9 em, Ne gas, 200 ma:- theory of 

+ + K and N, Ne ouly;--- theory of K and N, Ne 2 only; ---theory 

+ . + of Hob, Ne only: ----theory of Hob, Ne 2 only. 

Fig. 14. Be ve pressure for R = 1.27 em, Ne gas, A ZOO ma and A 400 ma: 

-theory of K and N, ZOO ma. Ne+ only: ----theory of K and N, 

+ + ZOO ma, Ne Z only; ---theory of Hob, Ne only; ---- theory of 

+ Hob, Ne 2 only. 

Fig. 15. B va pressure for R = 0.9 em, A gas, 200 ma: theory of c 

K and N, A+ only; ---- theory of K and N, A~ ~riiyi--- theory of 
+ ' , • + 

Hob., A only: ---- theen o£ Hob, A z. only. 
'1-o -···, • ' 

Fig. 16. Be vs preseure for It= 1.27 em, A gas, ZOO ma: theory of 

+ + K and N, A only; - --theory of K and N, A 2 only; --- theory of Hob, 

+ A 
2 

only. 

Fig. 17. Apparent electron temperature, as measured with Langmuir probe 

near tube center, va B; R = 2. 75 em, p = O.Zl mm Hg, 1 = 200 rna, 

He gas. Dashed line is theoretical curve. 
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Fig. 18. 90-deg stereo streak photographs of helical constriction in He. 

Traces show variation olli.ght intensity with time and radius as seen 

through a slit perpendicular to axis of discharge tube: (a) R = 2.75 em, 

p = 0.23 mm Hg, B = 710 gauss, and (b) R = 0.9 em, p = 0.5 mm Hg, 

B = 1990 gause. Note that these are not photographs of helices; the 

helicity has been established by wavelength measurements with photo

multipliers. 

Fig. 19. Spiral wavelength >.. vs pressure for R = 0.9 em, I= 400 ma: 

A H2 experimental, 

D2 theoretical. 

H~ theoretical A D, experimental, ·-- -.-
t;, . r.. 

Fig. ZO. Spiral wavelength >.. vs pressure for R = 0.9 em, 1 = 400 ma, 

He gas. Solid line is theoretical curve. 

Fig. 21. Spiral wavelength ). vs pressure for R = l.l7 em, 1 = 400 ma, 

He gas. Solid line i.s theoretical curve. 

Fig. 22. Spiral wavelength ). vs preaaure for R = Z. 7S em, He gaa: 

6. 200 ma and A 400 ma. Solid line is theoretical curve. 

Fig. 23. Spiral wavelength >.. vs pressure for R = 1.27 em, Ne gas, 

1 = ZOO ma. Solid line is theo1'etieal curve. 

Fig. 24. Spiral wavelength ). va length of magnet coU for R = 2.75 em, 

He gas: A p = 0.11 mm Hg, 400 ma; 0 p = O.i7 mm Hg, 400 ma; 

11 p = 0.27 mm Hg, ZOO ma: 0 p:: 0.27 mm Hg, 400 ma. 

Fig. 25. Pitch and direction of rotation of helix as a function of the direction 

of the magnetic field. 

Fig. 26. Ion current distribution (J.L&) across tube as collected by negative 

probe: R = 2.75 em. He gas, p = 0.23 mm Hg, I= 300 ma, B::: 767 gauss. 
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Fig. Z7. Frequency of rotation of luminous channel, wr• vs pressure 

for R = 0.9 em, 1 = 400 ma: A H2 experimental, -Hz theoretical, 

A 0 2 experimental, --- o2 theoretical. 

Fig. 28. Frequency of rotation of lumineus channel, w , vs pressure for 
r 

R = 1.?. 7 em, I = 400 ma: A H2 experimental, - H2 thearettcal, 

A Dz experimental, --- o 2 theoretical. 

Fig. l9. ·Frequency of rotation of luminous channel, c..lr' ve preesure for 

R = 0.9 em, He gas, 1 = 400 ma. Solid line is theoretical curve. 

Fig. 30. Frequency of rotation o£ luminous channel, w , va pressure for 
1 r 

R = 1.27 em, He gas, 1 = 400 ma. Solid line is theoretical curve. 

Fig. 31. Frequency of rotation of luminous channel. wr' ba pressure for 

. R = 2.75 em, He gas: 1:1. 400 ma and A ZOO ma. Solid line is theoretical 

curve. 

Fig. 3Z. Frequency of rotation o£ luminous channel, wr' vs pressure for 

R = 1.?.7 em, 1 = ZOO ma, Ne gas. Solid line is theoretical curve. 

Fig. 33. 90-deg stereo streak photographs. Traces show variation of light 

intensity with time and radius, ln helium cUscha.rges: (a) R = Z. 75 em, 

p = O.Z3 mm Hz, B = 979 gaues; and (b) R = 0.9 em. p = O.l mm Hg, 

B = 994 gauss <Be (moving atriatione). 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 
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